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NarcAnon 2 weeks ago

God bless this woman and protect her at all costs.

36 likes Reply

gratefulolgal 2 weeks ago

Thank you Dr. Nass. Been following your court case in Maine. SOOO happy you are suing each member of that health board! They
were awful to you! Love your substack too and work with CHD and wow this new site- and the Treaty work. THANKYOU.

28 likes Reply

havehope 2 weeks ago

She has a wonderful sub stack! She’s fantastic!

24 likes Reply

Vulcan2025 1 week ago

Still believing that Polio is a thing? That's been proved to have been ddt spraying and other chemical spraying which destroys the
nervous system. Once the spraying stopped the paralysis symptoms went away and that's about the time the so called polio
vaccine emerged. Vaccines and viruses are a money making psyop.

23 likes Reply

NorthSong7 2 weeks ago

The United States has been using biological weapons such as additives, fluoride, microwave frequencies, electromagnetic
frequencies disruption used on our own people. They are all full of poo.

19 likes Reply

Smoothoperator 2 weeks ago

We need to leave the cdc/ WEF/ UN WHO and formulate our own independent agencies! This needs to be legislated with
stipulations that it cannot be repealed! These organizations do NOT have our best interest in mind and do not coincide in any way
with our core values, god and country! Politics is destroying us economically, socially and spiritually! EUA is an excuse to bypass
safety to enrich the biomedical cartel! It’s getting really tiring knowing that a solution is for people to “ wakeup” and that’s what’s
holding back resolve! Stop with that propaganda! We need a government and political leaders doing their elected jobs to ensure
our constitution is being respected, preserved and not adulterated!!! Wake up to the reality most people are not waking up!

17 likes Reply

Lisafrequency 1 week ago

Why can't we just go with natural immunity? Why do we need all these "agencies" to tell us how to live? Why can't they just leave
us alone?

12 likes Reply

ckf 2 weeks ago

IMO, the problems associated with the pervasive disintegration of moral, ethical and spiritual integrity, combined with the intrusive
and destructive policies and practices of a globalist agenda intent on establishing absolute totalitarian power and control, have
progressed over many decades to the point that nothing short of Divine Intervention can stop the hubris and the insanity now.

10 likes Reply

Christieburne22 1 week ago

May she be protected by God, Arch Angel Michael and every being of light 

💫 🙏

10 likes Reply

Christieburne22 1 week ago

But the biological weapons aren’t being used to attack other nations. They are using them to harm their own citizens.

10 likes Reply

QuietConey 2 weeks ago

I asked Ted Cruz how he was protecting his family and himself from the self replicating CoVid jab. He or the FBI blocked me.

9 likes Reply

Icecube57 2 weeks ago

I´m afraid this fine woman will be "suicided".

7 likes Reply

LessGovIsBetterGov 1 week ago

You're misinformed, Del. All "vaccines" have and will have human trials. They've just changed the name of human trials to
"emergency use authorization".

7 likes Reply

bluerose60 2 weeks ago

It's weird how comments disappear.

5 likes Reply

therealhood 2 weeks ago

All on the payroll I’m afraid....

4 likes Reply

JoyousOvercomer 4 days ago

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads:
Revelation 13:13

4 likes Reply

gratefulolgal 2 weeks ago

merylnass.substack .com. doortofreedom .org.

3 likes Reply

JuleinR 2 weeks ago

8 billion - children - disabled and infirm - people living remotely without access to information = how many capable adults are there
really? Also those who haven't got a clue... At a guess maybe 2 to 3 billion and that number is decreasing. Why does everyone
quote the global population without taking into account the above?

3 likes Reply

lordonlow 1 week ago

Since the govt & al0habet soup health regulators & advisory agencies/depts PLUS NGOs & assorted foundations bureaucrooks are
SO EAGER to shoot up this junk into the population then let's take random batches of the vaxxes and random vials, have public
scrutiny via web cams where all of these bureaucrooks draw random batches and vials and then inject the vaxxes FIRST

ALL PUBLICLY AUDITED, RECORDED & ADMINISTERED

3 likes Reply

therealhood 2 weeks ago

All on the payroll I’m afraid....

2 likes Reply

mrticetheteacher 1 week ago

where can we find the article she wrote?

2 likes Reply

Xmen442002 2 days ago

Come on Del??

How can you and Dr. Ness not know about this law and HHS seizing control of the entire Federal government after Covid was
declared a national health emergency on 1/27/20?

The illegal law passed by Congress and signed by Trump 6/24/2019:

2019/06/24 - Congress and President Trump passed Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness and Advancing Innovation Act - PL
116-22, 133 Stat. 905. Amended Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 201), further consolidating federal power in HHS Secretary’s
hands during public health emergencies, further merging public health and law enforcement systems, and further subordinating
state, tribal, county and municipal governments and American civilians to direct federal control.

and then six months later, the illegal handoff by Trump, SCOTUIs and Congress:

2020/01/27 - US Secretary of Health and Human Services Determination that a Public Health Emergency Exists. Signed Jan. 31,
2020, effective Jan. 27, 2020. Renewed every 90 days since then. Also signed a ‘declaration that circumstances exist justifying the
authorization of emergency use of in vitro diagnostics for detection and/or diagnosis of this novel coronavirus.’ The determination
and declaration were recorded in the Federal Register as taking effect Feb. 4, 2020. 85 Federal Register 7316.

We are still being illegally ruled under this emergency delcaration.

Trump knew and set all of us up.

We have Fauci on record telling Trump, January 18, 2017, that his administration will see a pandemic before it was over.

Trump was completely without power or any authority his entire last year.

How is it, that you and Dr. Ness do not know this information???????

https://bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/american-domestic-bioterrorism-program#%C2%A7present-presidents-donald-j-trump-
joseph-r-biden

1 like Reply

Bombernav 2 days ago

The problem with 'resisting' these draconian directives is that it is now systemic. Not only is the government imposing 'mandatory'
vaccinations on it's workers as well as the military (get jabbed or there's the door), but they are using the local Public Health
Departments to enforce the mandate on private industry. Local (and State) public health departments receive a LOT of funding
from the Federal Government - who uses the funds as a threat to the Local PH Dept.
The more I know, the less I think that we can recover from this pestilence caused by the Left.

1 like Reply

Sandlot 2 days ago

Dr. Ness is a brilliant researcher and presenter! It’s like the globalists are the bullies playing “ king on the mountain “ (a kids game),
they are on the top and covered the mountain with grease and debris because all of are trying to climb the mountain to gain
freedom , knowledge, peace and justice. It is so difficult for us to take back what they have forced upon us!

1 like Reply

DagEinar 2 weeks ago

Ja, jødene står bak !!

0 likes Reply

Piltdown911 2 days ago

https://rumble.com/v3fgn2m-james-roguski-warns-americans-about-the-whos-tyrannical-power-grab.html

0 likes Reply

JoyceTaylor01 2 days ago

So thankful for your information and your fight for humanity. 

💞 💞 💞 🙏 🙏 💯 🇨🇦

0 likes Reply

FreeSpeechFan 2 days ago

I don't disagree with what she is saying. But I keep wondering why any leaders would want to give up their power to the WHO? Why
would they go along with this?

0 likes Reply

Bombernav 2 days ago

The problem with 'resisting' these draconian directives is that it is now systemic. Not only is the government imposing 'mandatory'
vaccinations on it's workers as well as the military (get jabbed or there's the door), but they are using the local Public Health
Departments to enforce the mandate on private industry. Local (and State) public health departments receive a LOT of funding
from the Federal Government - who uses the funds as a threat to the Local PH Dept.
The more I know, the less I think that we can recover from this pestilence caused by the Left.

0 likes Reply

Lunardove 2 days ago

How do we stop the joining of this 'who' initiatives?

0 likes Reply

kentuckyglenn 2 days ago

A doc with some sense..like my Doc but they forced him into retirement over his vax views...

0 likes Reply

GreenTea369 2 days ago

Thank you Dr. Nass.
Thank you

0 likes Reply

Smart61 1 day ago

Thx, for all the good work

0 likes Reply

Rumbleette 1 day ago

The FDA has testified in court that they never told doctors that they could not use Ivermectin and the "You're not a horse you're not
a cow, stop it" was a JOKE. The judge didn't see it that way!!!!!!!! I'm so glad to hear she is suing!!!!!!!!!

0 likes Reply

Patrioteer2 23 hours ago

Thank you Dr. Nass for being so strong in your convictions, your strength and perseverance to expose the WHO pandemic treaty
threat. Your detailed explanations connects the dots for everyone to understand. It is imperative that these organizations have their
autonomous power limited and reduced, if not completely eradicated, in conjunction with this dangerous pandemic treaty to be
abolished. A united front must be formed to oppose these organizations and their menacing practices and spread the word and
good deeds of Dr. Nass. and others.

0 likes Reply

jaydavidson 18 hours ago

Thanks Del and Meryl. Meryl has clearly been working on one of the key questions that has been bothering me for the past couple
of years and especially since the WHO Treaty has been tabled. How do the dots connect? How DOES it all fit together. David Martin
has answered the "who", but not really the "why"/"how". Why are heads of government rolling over - bribery, yes but how? and she
just explained that it is almost "legal" bribery. 
China has done it to poorer countries for decades. No wonder the WHO are "very interested " in Africa. But good luck to them on
that - many African nations have seen what damage Gates' vaccines have done and are likely to be wary! Meryl needs to get some
good body-guards!

0 likes Reply
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SlavetoHim 2 weeks ago

Amen.

6 likes Reply
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Laceyraye 1 week ago

Truth

3 likes Reply

Kristen11 1 week ago

My thought too

3 likes Reply

Chrysalessence 14 hours ago

To poison the gypsy moth, people used lead arsenate on their gardens in the early-to-mid 1900s, which also poisoned their
nerves, causing poliomyelitis.

0 likes Reply
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StaceyMAGA 2 weeks ago

I don't know if you know this; we need to capitalize the G when referring to the only true God it's in the Bible in Leviticus and
Kings the g refers to demon gods. I hope this helps

6 likes Reply

Bombernav 2 days ago

Unfortunately we 'own' the CDC - our taxes support it. UNFORTUNATELY the people who lead the CDC are puppets. Dr.
Nass addresses this toward the end of the video: "...we have the BEST apparatchiks in the world at the CDC..."

I DEFINITELY agree with you!!

2 likes Reply

Bombernav 2 days ago

Unfortunately we 'own' the CDC - our taxes support it. UNFORTUNATELY the people who lead the CDC are puppets. Dr.
Nass addresses this toward the end of the video: "...we have the BEST apparatchiks in the world at the CDC..."

I DEFINITELY agree with you!!

0 likes Reply

JewelC946 2 days ago

Thanks for sharing that!! Most people don't know this. It's great to point this out whenever we see this . GOD bless
you!

2 likes Reply

Smoothoperator 2 weeks ago

Grammatically speaking that is correct but More important to do that in life!

1 like Reply
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Smoothoperator 2 days ago

Then cutoff tax support and give no more! All of these agencies are paid off by pharma, gates and the rest of the
medical cartel! They do not represent our interests!

0 likes Reply
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lordonlow 1 week ago

STOP BEING RATIONAL, REASONABLE & LOGICAL!!!

5 likes Reply

JewelC946 2 days ago

In a real world that would be true but this present world we have power grabbers that only want things their way !

2 likes Reply

jaydavidson 18 hours ago

They think they are special, they think they have the "moral" right to do this. Arrogance, Hubris and Pride, which we all know
goes before a fall !

0 likes Reply

nostabeeforme 6 hours ago

Because these Globalist ghouls are neo-Malthusian devil worshipping depopulationists. They wish to whittle the human
population down to approx. 500,000,000.

0 likes Reply
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